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THE ISSUE

Pitch accent in Scandinavian, Lithuanian, Serbo-Croa5an is anchored to stressed/heavy syllables (see e.g., 
condi5ons for stød in Danish)
Tone languages usually don’t have stress

Tone languages oCen have several tones per morpheme or morphemes that are just a tone
Pitch accents vary from one (Japanese, Serbo-Croa5an) to two (Scandinavian)
Tone languages have from 1 up to 8 tones that can be anywhere
Latvian has a 3-way dis5nc5on – falling, level and broken (stød) 
Stress in Latvian is always ini5al, tones can be on heavy syllables anywhere in the word

Latvian is very untypical for a pitch accent language, looks like both a tone language and a stress language.

Claims:

Latvian is right in the middle of Hyman’s stress-tone con5nuum.
Pitch accents/tones in Latvian are restricted to stressed syllables too.
All three tonemes are actual tones – contra Kariņš (1996) [laryngeal] for the broken tone

/ THE BASIC CONTRAST / DEFAULT TO FALLING

The central dialect (standard) has three tonemes: 
Falling, Level, Broken (Steinbergs 1977, Kariņš 
1996, Mathiassen 1997, own fieldwork)

Mono-syllables/word-ini5al tones
B zāle [ˈzâ:lɛ] ‘hall’
L  zāle [ˈzã:lɛ] ‘grass’

B logs [luôks]  ‘window’ 
F loks [lùoks] ‘bow’ 
L loks [luoks] ‘spring onion’

Polysyllables: on heavy syllables, in any order
BLB [ˈpriêcã:jâs] ‘rejoice (3.past)’ 
FL [ˈtàu5ẽte] ‘countrywoman’ 
FB [ˈpazàudêt] ‘to lose’

Fast speech contrac5on creates derived heavy
syllables, which are assigned F tone (Steinbergs 
1977: 217).

Regular Fast speech
vajaga vàiga ‘need.3.P.P R E S ’
pavasaris pàusaris ‘spring’

Bijis bīʃ̀ ‘be.PA S T.A C T.P P L .M .S G ’

Falling = default/unmarked

Level
loks ‘spring onion’

Falling
loks ‘bow’

Broken
logs ‘window’

Some dialect conflate the three-way to a two-way
Dis5nc5on (Sarkanis 2013)

F merges with L to F or L, and with B to F or B, but 
L and B don’t merge

TYPOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

• Classic division: Stress accent lgs — pitch accent lgs — tone lgs
• Hyman (2006): languages can be placed on a con5nuum

Stress (Monarchic)                                                                                                                            Tone (democra5c)

One stress per word Tones can be everywhere

• Lexical stress contras5ve, located somewhere

• Tone dis5nc5ve, a T is iden5fied on each TBU 
“pitch accent is not a coherent no5on, rather a ‘pick and choose’ among the proper5es that characterise
prototypical tone vs. stress-accent systems” (Hyman 2006: 236)
Claim here: 

• Latvian shows exactly that: A language with fixed itera5ve stress that allows democra5c tone, but only on
stressed syllables 

• OT, with constraints on different system types in one hierarchy, makes you expect exactly this kind of
hybrid systems

/ ANALYSIS: REPRESENTATIONS / ANALYSIS: DISTRIBUTION

Stress receives high tone H*

Lexical tones only on heavy, heavy always

stressed: H* + Lex T

Falling tone = default : 
underspecified + H* on 1st μ = μH*μ

Level tone: Lexical H + H* = μH*μH

Broken tone : Lexical L + H* = μH*μL

Phone5c implementa5on: 
Both F and B represent a fall. 
F is fall to neutral; B is fall to L (or zero f0) 

The stress grammar (loosely based on Kariņš ‘96):

- Main stress leC: AlignL(Head, PWd) 

- Penul5mate 2ndary stress: AlignR(Pwd,foot)
- Heavy syllables always stressed: W2S Weight-to-

Stress (‘Assign a * for every unstressed heavy
syllable’)

AlignL >> W2S >> AlignR

The tone grammar
- Stress has higher pitch: Coincide/Stress,H*: 

‘Assign a * for every stressed peak without H*.’

- Tones only on stressed : T2S ‘Assign a * for every
T that is not associated to a stressed μ’

- Every mora can accommodate only one tone: 
*μ/TT ‘A * for every μ with more than one T’

Coincide, T2S, *μ/TT >> Max-T

Tableau 1: Emergent complex tones

Tableau 2: The fate of on 1μ rhymes

Two tones maximum per rhyme
Mergers result of simple one-step modifica5ons
- Add H, Lose H 

- Add L, lose L
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Stems come with their own tones as shown
before, and affixes too.

Morphemes hardly ever change their tones.

One variable suffix changes from broken to level
aCer broken (Steinbergs 1977: 198).

L kũliêns ‘threshing, thrashing’
F klìedziêns ‘shout, sjriek’
Ø pavediêns ‘thread, lead’
B êdiẽns ‘food’

B sviêdiẽns ‘toss’
B blâ̹viẽns ‘yell, scream’

Typical OCP effect, as known from tone languages

§ Stress is word-ini5al and signaled by higher
intensity (Endzelins 1922)

§ 2ndary stress on penul5ma (Krämer, in prep)

§ =Trochaic itera5ve foo5ng

§ Ini5al short Vs higher pitch than other short Vs

(Kariņš 1996)

§ 2ndary stress on heavy non-ini5al syllables
(Endzelins 1922) 

§ Pitch accents only on heavy syllables (long V/ 
diphthong/sonorant coda)

Ø Latvian mixes constraints on stress and tone happily, is both “monarchic” and “democra5c” at the same 
5me

Ø For hybrid systems to emerge there have to be hybrid constraints that refer to tones as well as stress/foot
structure (e.g., Tone-2-Stress) 

Ø An economic account of Latvian tones, their distribu5on and dialectal varia5on requires a dis5nc5on
between lexical and inserted H tones

Ø Dialects vary in lexical representa5ons but not in stress and tone assignment constraints

Ø Regional varia5on is simple addi5on/subtrac5on of H or L. That’s why Level and Broken never merge

Ø The broken tone/stød is just another tone – no non-tonal feature needed (contra Kariņš 1996 [laryngeal])

CONCLUSIONS

/ PHONETICS / DIALECTAL VARIATION

/ MORPHOPHONOLOGY / STRESS 

Latvian

Standard/
Middle 0

Middle 1, 
Western1

Middle 2

Level Level Level Level
Falling Falling Broken Level
Broken Broken Broken Broken

Middle 3,
Western 2

High/
Latgalian

High/
Selonian

Level Level Falling RiseFall
Falling Falling Falling Falling
Broken Falling Broken Rise

/ ANALYSIS: DIALECT VARIATION

Standard/
Middle 0

Middle 1, 
Western1

Middle 2

Level H*H H*H H*H
Falling H* H*L H*H
Broken H*L H*L H*L

Middle 3,
Western 2

High/
Latgalian

High/
Selonian

Level H*H H* RiseFall
Falling H* H* H*
Broken H* H*L Rise


